MANAGED PRINT SERVICE
Resolution IT’s Managed Print Service provides an all-in-one service, encompassing automated
toner replenishment, maintenance, monitoring, parts and repair, supported by a dedicated and
certified team of engineers. You simply pay for what you print and we take care of the rest.
Our proactive monitoring software will continually provide our team with the current level of all replaceable parts in your
machine. This allows us to automatically replace parts before they reach the end of their lifecycle.
We are happy to have partnered with Kyocera Document Solutions, one of the 231 companies within the Kyocera Group.
Kyocera’s Brand Charter is committed to creating value that exceeds customer expectations, promising performance that
amazes and delights in the areas of technological strength, superior quality and responsiveness.
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Only pay for what you print

24/7 monitoring

Dedicated team

Kyocera certified

Scheduled health checks

Scheduled updates

Minimal business disruption
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Named as the most
reliable brand for
colour copiers

EXCELLENCE IN PRINTING
Kyocera offers highly advanced, reliable, multifunctional colour devices, producing stunning resolution with brilliant
vividness and astounding sharpness. Packed with the latest technology and able to complete high-capacity jobs effortlessly,
the new TASKalfa range of multi-function printers produce some of the best-quality colour prints available on the market,
taking your work to a whole new level.

COLOUR BRILLIANCE
Built around superfine toner technology that offers an increased colour range, the high-resolution TASKalfa devices we
are offering, produce sharp, vivid results and a wider range of colours. Add to this the evenly coated light, thanks to
improved homogenous toner coating and Kyocera are confident your printouts will make a seriously positive impression.
However, there’s more to these devices than image alone.
Behind the extremely intuitive interface, they support oversized paper and duplex
printing, extended paper weight and have a reduced warm-up time. With high print
resolution, various paper feeders and finishing options that deliver fast continuous
printing and high-volume results, the TASKalfa 6052ci series opens the door to a
whole range of in-house production possibilities.

WIDE RANGE OF PAPER-HANDLING OPTIONS
For high-volume jobs, additional paper trays can increase the paper capacity of
your TASKalfa device up to 7,150 sheets, providing hours of continuous non-stop
printing if required. There is a choice of two extra document processors and two
finishers – one of which comes with an optional booklet unit.
For all internal light-production needs, the series supports a wide range of paper
sizes and formats, from A6 up to SRA3 which, combined with superior image quality,
can be used to print colour graphics – complete with crop marks – onto SRA3
paper, allowing the accurate trimming of full-bleed edge-to-edge A3 printouts.

Telephone: 01481 267338
www.resolution-it.co.uk

